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@ ee 

BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCOWSIN SYSTEM 

Hela in the Clarke Smith Room, 1820 Van Hise Hall 
ee Friday, November 14, 1986 000 

President Weinstein presiding = 

Se a PRESENT : Regents Clusen, Fish, Flores, Gerrard, Hanson, Hassett, Heckrodt, Oo 

Knowles, Lyon, Nikolay, Schenian, Schilling, Vattendahl and 
Weinstein ere ee a a a 

_--« ABSEWT: Regents Finlayson, Grover and Lawton 

_-- . ghiis special meeting of the Board of Regents followed a meeting of the = 
Business and Finance Committee, with all regents invited, at which - | a | 

an 4 ny _ Resolution; Ow and. discussed. ee | bai a et mn 
et os - _ Assignment of UW System Positions tg State Execut ive Salary Group x R3G EO 

ees SR, Adoption of Resolution 3680 was moved by ‘Regent Schenian and seconded - Prl-ae 

by Regent Schilling, 000 ) 

aes / |. Resolution 3680: ‘That, following consideration of President Shaw's 
fe By pea fe memo to the Business and Finance Committee regarding 

IX AA “assignment of UWS positions to State Executive 
fo Re ( avs _\ Salary Groups (SESG},“ the following recommendations — OO 
NOP A =" be adopted for changes in the SESG assignment process : 

and that the cecommendations be presented for 
consideration along with the 1987-89 Biennial Budget = 

a. i proposahe 
oe 

cap dela reds — (tems). The specific assignaant of the position of —™ 
A Xn eae eee President, University of Wisconsin System, to _ - a 

A State Executive Salary Group 10 under 
Be as De OE a s. 20.923(4), Wis. Stats., would continue as — we 

- eo Pe - provided under current law. i  ,



- a - Special Board Meeting 11/14/86 Oo a a | a - 

a Pe 2. The Board of Regents be given authority to assign @ 
0 a positions currently under ss. 20.923(4), (5) and | 
ae | OS _ (8), Wis. Stats., to Executive Salary Groups 1 Co 

7 re | ss through 10 and establish the limitation that none > 
; of the salaries of these positions may equal or os oe Se —  axeeed the salary of the President of the , | 
: Se ss University of Wisconsin System. | OO : 

| oe | Although he favored the concept embodied in the resolution, Regent _ oe 
sg Mikolay did not feel it was appropriate to discuss placing administrative | | 

— .. personnel in higher pay brackets at a time when tuition increases and | | 
CO enrollment limitations were being considered. Therefore, he intended to oo 

So _ wote against the resolution. a | an | | | | 

oT response to a question by Regent Schenian, President Weinstein noted | - | 
. _ the resolution would give the board authority to move officials into oe 

Oo different pay ranges but would not mandate any changes. a ee : 

| ops 7 _, Regent Heckrodt interpreted the resolution as a means of giving the —__ | 
Oo _bobrd more flexibility in dealing with the problems facing the System. Any _ | move to raise salaries would have to be presented and justified at a later | | 

time. . Therefore, he intended to support the resolution. | | a 

| : | a - Put to the vote, Resolution 3680 was adopted, with Regent Nikolay - : 
: / voting "No." | ) See | Be | | 

ree Oo 1987-89 Faculty and Academic Staff Compensation _ jes | 2 f 198-84 Faculty and Academie Staft compensation, A 36E/, op 2—f 
Phe following resolution was moved by Regent Schenian and seconded by | | 

| | Regent Clusen: Be as : a | | 
OB | - Resolution 3681: That, upon recommendation of the President of the - , 

ff. Vd nn —(Am»—) University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents | 
[A Aa ee ~~ ~ ~f endorses the attached request to the Secretary of the | 

NO fF Department of Employment Relations on 1987-89 oe 
| fy py MN”S*C*«Y OMpensation recommendations and approves the =~ a 

yxy, iA 4 ocak aaa dere) following recommendations: | So re | 7 
CKaaf C we : 

FF , , bo yA salary plan of at least 6% each year of the | | 
- a Cpdinee bag lood 1987-89 biennium for faculty and academic oe Xa ACOA fe  gtaff in order to maintain the competitive — | oO 
Ke ne | _ position attained through the 1985-87 | a : 

FO catch-up pay program, | | 

ee oe oS a State pick up of the cost of the 1% employes | | 
poe re _ salary deduction for funding the Wisconsin : | 

SO a 7 | Retirement System. oe | 7 | | © 

: a | So a OC | Proposed statutory language to permit the — | | | 
| ee Board of Regents to establish flexible a 7 
SE _ compensation for its employes through | a , - 
eM - implementation of salary reduction agreements.
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fe ao gE Te Regents to contribute up to 50% of the group — ce 

nce health premiums for employes during the first ae 

ee fiinaneing the cost from social security = oe | 

sha Bra A OT yay savings from the salary reduction plans | 

Regent Schenian inquired as to the fiseal effect of changing the = re 

: "Regent Fish replied that each percent. of unclassified compensation an a a 

ition fees, or a total of $14.2 million. a ST Beg oO 

- Replying to a question by Regent Flores, President shaw explained thet = 
the compensation plan was not part of the biennial operating budget. 

Regent Flores noted that there nonetheless would be a fiscal impact 88s” 

a -.- “poth on GPR and fees/tuition, 
| 

Regent Fish was concerned that the 6 percent increase might be viewed ae 

as too high, coming shortly after catch-up increases and in light of other oo 

"budgetary priorities, as well as in comparison with the VIAE salary request. = 

a. - Anerease, rather than 6 percent, as was proposed by staff. It was his view _ 

- "ss that a 4 percent increase for faculty and. staff would he more appropriate in re 

view of state, national and private industry figures. If an annual budget 

were implemented, there would be an opportunity to reassess salaries in the | oo 

ey second year of the biennium, Bs a 

Regent Schilling asked if in the past the VTAE Board had recommended 
pay levels above the rate of inflation, and Regent Hassett responded in the = 
ae iermatives 

-- woting that 4 percent was ahead of the rate of inflation, Regent Fish a 
Re pointed out that the request for a 1 percent state pick-up of retirement OO, | 

_- goritributions amounted to a total increase of 5 percent. 0 

ee _° peealled that catch-up pay increases had been achieved with great Se | 

MA fficulty. She was not in favor of propesing a figure which would again #=§- | 

gut the UW System in a noncompetitive position, 
EE SP gh en ne eg SE 

 gaid that over the last five years, faculty salary increases nationally had Co 

averaged 2.5 percent over inflation, whichiwas projected to be about 3-5 0000 
percent. In addition, an article in the Mducational Record projected pS 7 

faculty salary increases for the newt several years to be 6 or 7 percent == 
gq —s annually, and 8 UW telephone survey'by: system staff showed agreement with = 

@© those estimates. He was concerned that #4 percent increase, which would be 

3 ~—=s 2 percent behind other universities, would result in a growing salary g8p 
Which could require another catch-up program, Oe



7 cons oe on - : | Regent Fish moved to | amend the resolution by changing the f igure of 6 - © " 
percent to: 4 percent, and the motion was seconded by Regent Hassett. _ rs 

tn support of his motion, Regent Fish said he considered 4 percent plus a , 

pe 1 percent state retirement pick-up to be generous under the circumstances, Se 

Noting that a 4 percent increase was being projected for classified staff, ee 

he predicted that it would be difficult enough to persuade state government = = 
- to support operating budget increases, without also requesting a 6 percent a 

salary raise so soon after the catch-up increases. 0 000000 

gy pesponse to a question by Regent Schilling, Regent Hassett explained 
- | teachers were set by the local boards. He did not have information at this 
me time as to the amount of their percentage increase. Ca 

_ Woting that local VTAE salaries were established through collective = 
bargaining, Regent Flores said he had heard that in many instances the WW 

ae: Salaries were not competitive with VTAE salaries. He cautioned against ve | 

_. eomparing UW and VTAE salary requests without having information on district — a 
gatarics, 

pat 6 a roll-eall vote, the amendment failed, with Regents Fish, 
Gerrard, Hanson, Hassett, Heckrodt and Knowles voting "Aye" (6) and Regents = 

— @lusen, Flores, Lyon, Nikolay, Schenian, Schilling, Vattendahl and Weinstein 

Resolution 3681 then was adopted on a voice vote, 

Ah by bh — Spt YD 
af 5551987-89 Biennial Operating Budget Peopasal (R “SG &2- Fo 

oe The following resolution was moved by Regent Schenian and seconded by re 

Regent Vattendahds 
ee ae oe That, upon recommendation of the President of the 
a re ras ee _. University of Wisconsin System, the biennial = = = = a 
eS operating budget request increases, including the = 

po Quality Improvement package, as outlined in Agenda 

De ERS Item I.b.2., be approved for submission to the cS we 

ees Governor, Department of Administration and the | CS 
ay egistature:s gy g ht dite ces 4 maha _ Legislature: — sq pronnesh I hud pel de fe | 

GF pf 0 Fh Baehnial -_- 
ee Be Sea Pe (/ en  Tnerease K S653, | 

PR $56,483,400 © PPA~F 7 

(ssf Feca, ~ Berm) other Program revenue (194,747,500, 
OR ( = OPAL INCREASE == «$75,999,800 ©



| : | pe oe, “Special Board. Meeting 11/ 14/86 eA i : | oe a a | a Sg ee - eh f -5 | oo 

© Noting that a newspaper article had reported that the UW System was —t™” 
. — pequesting a budget increase of $376,000,000, Regent Weinstein observed that = ae 

_-- inelusion of the program revenue line caused confusion, since it did not = 
involve an increase in state funds. of ge CA ee ae Bas Eg 

— Bxeeutive Vice President Lyall explained that the $194,747,500 in 
- program revenue was not a request for dollars, but rather a request for =  — | 

authorization to spend that amount of money received from non-tax revenues) a 

) each year, including fees paid for extension courses, and patient-care fees me 

: paid at the hospital, as well as gifts, grants and contracts received from = 

.  . federal and private sources, © 000000000 eee 

oo The following resolution was presented in response to the concern about = 

- -. ineluding program revenue with GPR and tuition/fees: | Ce SER Sal ua ER 

that, upon recommendation of the President of the = 
pol es University of Wisconsin System, the GPR/Fees biennial Se 
ORS ES Sa UR MS oS operating budget request increases, including the = a 

Quality Improvement package, as outlined in Agenda 
a Ttem 1.b.2., be approved for submission to the _ 

Governor, Department of Administration and the _ oes oo 

me OS SS oe _ Legislature: EE | es ae 

ee 

PR $86,483,600 

Be POTAL GPR/Fees ss $181,252,300 0 

that, upon recommendation of the President of the OC re 

mg University of Wisconsin System, the operating budget = 

nn spending authorizations for existing and projected =” 

program revenue, as outlined in Agenda Item I.b.2., 0 

Be approved for submission to the Governor, = = 

: Jog OE Eo oo Department of Administration and the Legislature: — fie 

TNE GU a ey eo (The total increase including both GPR/Fees and A ge 

the motion and second for the first resolution then were withdrawn, tw 

ae «Upon motion by Regent Schenian, seconded by Regent Lyon, the resolution _ | 
- was divided into two separate resolutions, one concerning program revenues 

and the other concerning GPR and fees/tuition. The last sentence totaling = 
“the ‘two numbers was deleted, and the letters (a) and (b) were inserted after 

— Tb.2. in the bodies of the resolutions. SE ee Be ene es oo 

@ _wpon motion by Regent Schenian, seconded by Regent Schilling, the SON es a 
nee me SS following resolution was unanimously adopted: a Apa 7 ee ee 

pO RE ae ee ee oe Lone Cc coe
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Resolution 3682: That, upon recommendation of the President of the = © 
University of Wisconsin System, the operating budget = 
spending authorizations for existing and projected 

Ue go hbe i program revenue, as outlined in Agenda Item = ee 

TB 2. CD), be approved for submission to the 
Governor, Department of Administration and the 2” 

Resolution 3683 was moved by Regent Schilling and seconded by Regent 
pe SE Sehendan. ae ee 

oe Resolution 3683: That, upon recommendation of the President of the ee 

SES awe lin se Operating budget request increases, including the = oe 
Quality Improvement package, as outlined in Agenda 

nn Ttem I.b.2.(a), be approved for submission to the a 
be Governor, Department of Administration and the | oo 

Degislatures | 

Cs ; OE nee GPR $16,483,400 oo © ee Academic Fees/Tuition 24,768,900 -_ 

ee ee Requesting a ruling from the president as to whether his question was —_ 
germane, Regent Fish referred to Resolution 3684 (see page 9) and asked what. 

the tuition level would be in those budgets. With regard to the biennial = 2 
budget request, he inquired as to the percentage increase of the first year 
of the 1987-89 biennium over the last year of the 1985-87 biennium. — Be | 

- Assistant Vice President Glenn Jensen responded that the increase was oe pe 

6.8 percent each year--2.4 percent for the “constant gap" budget and 4.4 
percent for the quality improvement package. The 6.8 percent figure did not > 

-  inelude faculty and staff compensation, © 000000 

ea Regent Weinstein added that, including compensation, the average annual —«*™” 
GPR increase was 12.1 percent and the average annual fee increase was 7.4 

percent, for an average annual total of 10.8 percent. ©0000 

Regent Schenian moved to shift $9 million for the biennium from 
academic fees/tuition to GPR, an amount which represented the fee component = 
of the quality improvement package, so that the entire $88 million (or $117 7 
million for the biennium) would be funded by the state. The motion was 

ee seconded by Regent Nikolay. ee ea ae ee 

Bee EE re If amended, the resolution would read as follows: ¢g
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eee of the President of the st” 

ee eee 

De Sapp ES 6S ABI AOD 

/ unrealistic to ask the state to fund the entire amount of the quality 

improvement recommendation. While he would have preferred slower phasing-in 
p of tuition increases, he felt the total amounts were acceptable in that they ne : 

were still substantially below those of peer institutions. _ PP a : 7 

eee pressing agreement with Regent Fish, Regent Schilling commented that = 7 

Pe SEs to ask the state for the entire amount in GPR would have the effect of | 

_ abrogating the board's responsibility to set tuition and would result in the . | 

gg Legislature making that determination without a recommendation from the — eg a 

By ee ‘Observing that the question was one of tactics, Regent Schenian said he 
os, was of the opinion that it was no less realistic to request $88 million in _ oo 

GPR than $72 million in GPR plus $16 million in tuition, ©0000 

ee - Regent Flores pointed out that there still would be unavoidable tuition ae 

ns increases of 6 percent, in addition to the tuition component of salary = = 

— inereases and other items. ao a cue, oe a = oe ar 

aod ss. Peseribing another possible result of not proposing a tuition increase 

as for quality improvement, Regent Schilling remarked that if the Legislature | 

agreed with not increasing tuition but also did not provide sufficient GPR, _ | 

the result could be large enrollment reductions, 440 as . a 

oe ns - Since the tuition rate would not actually be set until July 1987 and | : | 

Was dependent on the amount of GPR the Legislature provided, Regent Schenian | | | 

ee felt that at this point the board should be setting forth its policy, which | 7 

-  ghould be to avoid tuition increases and enrollment reductions. ea a 

Regent Fish disagreed on the basis that it was the board's 
— pesponsibility to establish tuition, 4 2 es Oo 

CE ASS e “Regent Schilling noted that for months the regents had been saying that 7 

pee aang the $88 million deficit was so severe a problem that it might be necessary | 

- © to Limit enrollments in order ‘to preserve quality. To maintain that tuition. - 

a "ss Should play no part in the solution, he commented, would invite the a 

Legislature to set tuition and admission policies. | | |
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Regent Vattendahl thought the response of some legislators might be © 

ss that if the board was unwilling to increase tuition for quality improvement, = = | 
the money was not really needed. He considered it necessary that a portion == 
of the cost be covered by tuition, 2222 00 ee 

Regent Flores commented that the tuition component of other budgetary ; 
- — inereases demonstrated that the board was exercising its responsibility for me 

tuition policy. The quality improvement increase, on the other hand, | 

required those least able to pay to help make up for a problem which the = 
university and Legislature had allowed to worsen during the past decade. = © | 

hat he was hearing from both the legislative and executive branches of 
/ state government, President Shaw reported, was that the regents should be | Co 
/- willing to make hard decisions if they did not want the Legislature to set = | 
|). policy and thus control the destiny of the UW System. ©. | 

Regent Nikolay observed that the board could make a decision to tell = © 
the Legislature that tuition rates were high enough and additional dollars - | 
needed to operate a quality educational system must come from GPR. = = |. | 

TE the board recommended no tuition increase for quality improvement at © 
= this time, Regent Schenian pointed out, tuition still could be raised in |. 
July, depending on what the Legislature decided. Therefore, he did not _ a 

think the board would be abrogating its responsibility by not including the _ oe 
additional tuition in its budget request. 2 02000 0200 e 

Regent Schilling added that the tuition component also could be ee 
decreased in July if adequate GPR were received. = | 

President Weinstein ruled Regent Fish's earlier question about =| OC 
Resolution 3684 germane to the discussion, inasmuch as it concerned the ~~ : 

impact on the annual budget of the tuition decision made in the biennial = = .. 
budget request. 

| “In response, President Shaw indicated that budgeting at 95 percent or > a 
103.5. percent would amount to a “constant gap" submission, which would not Oo 

— inelude the quality improvement package or that component of the tuition ee 
| —  Gmerease, a 

Referring to a previous statement by Regent Flores, Regent Fish =. | 

7 -. pecalled that, in his. many years on the board, the regents had made every | Oo 

- effort to obtain needed GPR funding, while at the same time trying to keep a 
| ss tudtion as low as possible, and that there had been numerous state budget = | 

problems with which to contend. He felt that past boards, like this one, | were responding to existing circumstances and should not be blamed for a | so | 
: . gituation which developed over time due largely to external factors. eo a 

Repent Knowles pointed out that the quality improvement package = = | 
ss provided for more class sections, smaller classes, longer library hours and 
batter equipment, all. of which would directly benefit students. Therefore, = = | 
he considered it appropriate that tuition fund part of the request. = ©



|B §——_.  heter 16 was votes to call the question, the amendment was defeated on eee 
po a voll-call vote, with Regents Flores, Nikolay and Schenian voting “Aye" (3) = 
eee and Regents Clusen, Fish, Gerrard, Hanson, Hassett, Heckrodt, Knowles, Lyon, 
—  Sehilling, Vattendahl and Weinstein voting "No" (11). 00 a 

a Tae ‘Regent Flores stated that his earlier remarks were not intended to oe Fel 
impugn the intentions of any present or former board members. =~ eS 

Regent Schenian reiterated that the board's policy should be to provide ss” 
maximum student access through high enrollments and low tuition. If the | me 

oh ‘Legislature did not agree, the board could set tuition and enrollment policy = = | 
| accordingly after the state budget was adopted. He therefore intended to ees 

vote against the resolution, 

Z Regent Fish remarked that the board must have specific dollar input eee 
into the Governor's budget, rather than broad policy statements alone, _ a | 

Jy es - Resolution 3683 was adopted on a roll-call vote, with Regents Clusen, | ae 

Bo eas Fish, Gerrard, Hanson, Hassett, Heckrodt, Knowles, Lyon, Schilling, | eee 

)  Vattendahl and Weinstein voting "Aye" (11) and Regents Flores, Nikolay and | 

a fo EE OB Soe eormg eg Be ae p 4 eo : - — we oe . : 

M8, Loib-~ Cppreveded > PA Da os Bs Rapes co ne Se 
mc tm gp pea be ay 

gs f yt ey State-Required Supplemental Budget Information @< SGC, PpT/e 

o : Adoption of Resolution 3684 was moved by Regent Nikolay and seconded by 

Regent Heckrodt. ee fe Saute on Sone 

foe WE gh! Resolution 3684: That, in response to a directive from the Department fal PE 
of Administration requiring all agencies to submit: 2 2 2 

nn gupplemental budget information before the end of _ Coe “4 
November, System Administration be directed to — ee 

develop the following information, submit it to the = - 
pe Department of Administration as a tentative 4 22222 2222 2 

tee ee ee eee information, and bring it to the Board of Regents at = = 
BE A its December 5th meeting for review and approval of Bo 

Ree ee the information: 00 | 

fet ee tn es --1))s Budget information showing the UW System — | 

Oo EEO Rag a budget for 1987-88 at 95% of its 1986-87 _ 

adjusted base level for all appropriations | - | 

except federal and debt service (includes 9 0 222 

GPR, fees, program revenue, segregated). 

g 9) Information showing the UW System budget | o a oe 

Be ope Bante Cone ESE noe ee ' increases, in priority order, taking the oS an 

adjusted budget from 95% to 103.5% of the 

ar Le, oe ao 7 

position, enrollment and other client impacts. | 

PoE eee I ee Sg oe a, OP eS a PAR |



While it would be necessary to submit the requested budget information @ - 
to the Department of Administration in late November, President Shaw 0 
explained, it would be brought to the regents for approval at the December == 

_ Woting that this was a planning exercise, President Shaw added that the 
| UW System's large program revenue component would be presented and explained = 

to the new administration, 

pom their meeting with the Governor-Elect, it was the understanding of = 
) ss Regents Schilling and Weinstein that the 95 percent plan was to be limited 

go GPRS Se ee Re 

Administration implied that it included all appropriations except debt = 8 8 2 = | ce 
service, federal appropriations, general and categorical school aid, shared 

president Weinstein said that if it were later determined that the Wo 
System should not include program revenues in the exercise, the board would = = 
be satisfied that compliance with that clarification would not violate the 2 2 
intent of the resolution, 0 © 

Bee en The question was put on Resolution 3684, and it was adopted on a _ a 7 r 

= Upon motion by Regent Nikolay, seconded by Regent Schenian, the meeting == 

i ag A. Temby ff
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